
F o r e w o r d

In matters of witchcraft, the outbreak at salem village

is the Jupiter of the solar system. It has attracted more notice

in the popular press—and even among scholars—than any

other such episode in American history. Yet the sheer magni-

tude of the outbreak, with its multiple trials, attendant hyste-

ria, and wide geographical spread, has created a kind of grav-

itational distortion that has colored our broader notions of

witchcraft. Although Salem was not typical of most outbreaks

in colonial New England, it remains, by default, the archetype

through which most Americans understand, or misunder-

stand, the subject.

Yet Salem was not the only community to serve up a witch

hunt in 1692. Farther south, another incident roiled the area

around Stamford and Fairfield, Connecticut, without producing

an equally lasting notoriety. As Richard Godbeer demonstrates

in the engrossing narrative presented here, in many ways the

Stamford controversy reveals more about the anguish and am-

biguities of witchcraft than do the more frequently examined

tumults at Salem. Godbeer has drawn upon a rich trove of court

transcripts and depositions to recreate the events arising out of
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the fits of one Katherine Branch, a servant in the household of

a respected Stamford townsman.

Escaping Salem is one of Oxford’s New Narratives in Ameri-

can History, a series of books that foregoes the detached, often

Olympian manner of much historical prose. We have challenged

our authors to envision less traditional approaches to their sub-

jects, both in method and in language. Godbeer conjures the

world of Stamford in 1692 not by deploying the explicitly ana-

lytical techniques of the social scientist but through a deceptively

simple rendering of events, viewed from the perspectives of the

various participants. At the same time, the insights of the social

sciences have not been neglected, for as the afterword reveals,

they very much shape the way the narrative is drawn.

Readers may be surprised to learn that the men and women

struggling to understand Katherine Branch’s fits exhibited a

broad range of emotions and ideas. They were not always eager

to blame the Devil for Branch’s afflictions, on the one hand, or

to assume, on the other, that she was either an impostor or a

woman beset by mental illness. In Godbeer’s carefully recon-

structed world, all these readings were options, as the natural and

supernatural coexisted uneasily alongside folk wisdom, supersti-

tion, and skepticism, as well as the natural philosophies and the-

ologies of early New Englanders.

James West Davidson
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